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INTRODUCTION 
If one tries to find a general solution of the initial value problem for the 
heat equation with absorption (more properly, with absorption-excitation), 
in LJR”), with a “bad” function V: R ’ + R, the following procedure offers 
itself as very natural and intuitive. For VE L,(R”), standard perturbation 
theory yields a Co-semigroup associated with (0.1). For unbounded V, one 
may try to approximate V by &-functions and find out whether the 
corresponding semigroups converge. Here one can take advantage of the 
natural order in L,(R”), since the generated semigroups are order preserv- 
ing and, moreover, react to changes in V in the appropriate way (i.e., more 
absorption produces smaller semigroup operators). It is clear that only 
such V will be acceptable for which the limiting semigroup does not depend 
on the approximating sequence, in a sense to be made precise. 
The program sketched above stands in contrast to the procedure 
traditionally chosen in quantum mechanics. Here it is the Schrtidinger 
equation 
(0.2) 
for which one wants to solve the initial value problem in L,(R”). To solve 
(0.2) one treats the question of finding selfadjoint realizations of the (for- 
mal) Schriidinger operator - fd + V. The remarks concerning (0.1) made 
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initially do nut apply here since the (unitary) group associated with (0.2) 
does not act order preserving. In the last decade it has been recognized that 
treating Eq. (0.1) simultaneously in different &-spaces yields new proper- 
ties, new proofs, and new points of view as well, in the theory of 
SchrGdinger operators. We refer to Simon [27] where an account of 
methods and results obtained by this theory can be found, and to the 
extensive literature quoted there. 
The connection between the methods for solving (0.1) and (0.2) is now 
obvious. If V is suitable for the procedure sketched in the first paragraph, 
then the negative generator of the corresponding semigroup should be con- 
sidered as the natural realization of -$I + V in L#FV). In particular, if 
p = 2 then this realization is selfadjoint and solves the question formulated 
in the second paragraph. Note that this implies that only those Y are 
amenable to this treatment which give rise to semibounded operators. 
The reader will certainly have noted during the preceding discussion that 
the idea to approximate “bad quantities” by better ones is rather fun- 
damental (and not new). In fact, many convergence theorems in pertur- 
bation theory are motivated by this idea; in particular, for selfadjoint 
operators many operatur and form convergence theorems are known. 
What seems to be new, however, is that the on@ requirement for 
admissibility of V is that it suitably be associated with a C,,-semigroup. In 
this sense, known convergence theorems may then be interpreted as suf- 
ficient conditions for admissibility. 
We now describe the contents of the paper in more detail. The paper 
consists of two parts. In the first part, Sections 1-4, we treat the theory in a 
more abstract setting. In the second part, Sections 5-7, the theory is 
applied to the heat equation with absorption. 
In Section 1 we present perturbation results for C,-semigroups which 
will turn out to be particularly suitable for the problems considered here. 
In Section 2 we put ourselves into the following general context. We 
assume that a C,-semigroup U( m ) = (U(t); f 2 0) of positive operators on 
Jq4 ((a 4 P) some measure space, 1 <p < OG), with generator T, is 
given, as well as a measurable function V: 52 + R. We defne the notion of 
U( . )-admissibility of V, in the spirit of the first paragraph of the introduc- 
tion, leading to a realization TV of the formal expression “T- V,” which is 
a generator. As a criterion for U( . )-admissibility (cf. Definition 2-5) we 
present: If I/- is U( . )-bounded with U( . )-bound < 1 (cf. Definition 1.2), 
and V+ is U( l )-admissible, then V is U( l )-admissible (Proposition 2.8). 
In Section 3 we discuss interpolation theory for absorption semigroups. 
Section 4 is devoted to the &-theory. Additionally to the assumptions of 
Section 2 it is assumed here that U(t) is a contraction for all f >, 0. The 
main result (Theorem 4.5) is the following: rf Y is such that t/-- LY U( . )- 
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bounded kth U( )-bound < 1, und such thut V+ is U( . )-regular (cf. 
Definition 2.12) then V is U( . )-admissible, and T, = T- V. The latter 
equality, which is really a strict operator equality (including 
D(T,,) = D(T) n D( V)), is definitely unexpected if one thinks of the 
Lz-theory of Schrodinger operators, and seems to be very special to the 
L ,-theory. 
In Section 5 we start applying the theory to Eq. (0.1). Let 
( U,(f) = exp( - tH,); t 3 0) denote the C,-semigroup on L,,( rWV) (1 d p < x ) 
associated with the unperturbed heat equation. First, it is shown that for V 
to be U,( )-bounded is equivalent to belonging to I?,,, a space which is 
slightly larger than K,, considered in Aizenman and Simon [ 11, Simon 
1271. Further, several constants considered in the literature are shown to 
be related (Proposition 5.1). This implies in particular: If VE I?‘,, c,,(V) < 1, 
then V is U,,( . )-admissible for all p E [ 1, yc)) (cf. Remark 5.2(b)). Further, 
I/,,( )-admissibility and U,,( )-regularity are put in relation to operator 
properties of H, + V, and for p = 2, to form properties. 
In Section 6 we show by using the Feynman-Kac formula that V will 
already be U,J )-admissible if only - V and Vf are U,,( )-admissible. 
Further, I,,,-smoothing is treated. 
In Section 7 we investigate properties of the generator of the perturbed 
semigroup. First, a core theorem for p = 1 is shown (Theorem 7.1). As the 
second topic we show two results for maximal operators associated with 
the expression - ;A + V. Referring to Theorem 7.3 for the case p = 1, we 
mention here the result for p = 2 (Theorem 7.4): Let V he such that V E I?, 
vcith c,.( V ) < 1 and such that V+ is U,( . )-reggulur. Then H2,c, = Hz,rJ,,,,. 
The new feature of this result is that a U,( . )-regular V’ need not be in 
L,,,,,(R’); cf. Remark 59(b). 
In Appendices A, B, C several proofs and examples will be supplied 
which we did not want to incorporate in the main text. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful discussions with Peter Stollmann 
concerning the contents of Section 5. 
I. PERTURBATION RESULTS FOR C,-SEMIGROUPS 
Let X be a Banach space over od ( = [w or c). For a C,,-semigroup (U(t); 
t > 0) on X we define the generator T by 
D(T) := (xEX; TX := lim t ‘(U(t).u-~)existsj 
1-O+ 
1.1 THEOREM. Let (U(t); t 3 0) he u Co-semigroup on X, ~.ith 
generator T. Let B he an operator in X, bvith D := D(B) dense, and assume 







) DcD(T), U(r)DcD (taO), and fbr a/L XED the fmction 
3 f k-+ BU( t) x e X is continuous. 
) There exist constants a E (0, m 1, 7 E [O, 1 ), .wh that for all x E D 
e 
Then (a) B is (TI D)-bounded with (TI D)-hound <y and i;,an hu exten- 
ded rrniguely to a T-bounded operator fi with D(b) = D(T), and we have 
lim supi + rJfi [@(&T)mm’jl 6”~. For all XED(T) we have (Ll) u’ith B 
replaced by b. Ij’ B is closable then fi c B. (b) The operator T + ri = T + B 
is the generator of a C,-semigroup ( V(t); t > 0). There exist M > 1, ctl E R, 
depending only on a, 7, and the perturbed semigroup U( . ), such that 
11 V(t)11 < hfe”’ (t >, 0). 
This result is a generalization of Miyadera’s perturbation theorem; cf. 
Voigt [32], Miyadera [ 173, Dembart [5]. We refer to [32, Theorem 1, 
Remark 2(a), Corollary 4, Remark 51, where all the statements except that 
(1.1) holds for all x E D(T) with B replaced by B are proved, But this 
follows immediately since the hypotheses imply that D is a core for T (cf. 
Davies [4, Theorem 1.9, p. 81). 
Since the inequality (1.1) is of great importance in the present paper we 
give the following definition. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let U( q ) be a C,-semigroup on X, with generator T. 
An operator B in X will be called U( . )-hounded, if B is T-bounded and 
there exist a E (0, oc] , 7 > 0 such that (1. t ) holds for all x E D(T). The num- 
ber 
info! > 0; there exists a > 0 such that (1.1) holds for 
all x E D( T) } 
is called the U( * )-hound of B. If B is U( w )-bounded with U( - )-bound < 1, 
then B will be called U( l )-small. 
Note that Theorem 1.1(a) asserts that fi is U( . )-bounded with U( l )- 
bound 
Theorem 1.1 are satisfied with D = D(T). 
Qg Conversely, if B is U( - )-small, then the assumptions of 
We now present a criterion for U( l )-boundedness. 
1.3. PR~POSITICW Let U( - ) be a Co-semigraup on X, with generator T. 
Let B be a closed operator in X. L,et 3 E (0, co 1, y >, 0. Then the fdhving 
conditions ure quiz&en t: 
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(a) Fur all x E X w haue U(t) XE D(B) a.~. WI [O, x), the ftin~-ti~~ 
t F-+ BU( t) x is Bochner integrable oy2 [0, R), and ( 1.1) holds. 
(b) B is T-bounded, and (1 .l ) holds for all x E D( T). 
Proof: (a) = (b). We define 
(i 
c 
D := lin ’ U(r)xdr;xEX,O<s<cr 
0 
Then D is dense, D c D(T), U(t) D c D (t > 0). If x E X, 0 < s < z, then 
(1.1) together with Hille’s theorem (cf. Hille, Phillips [ 11, Theorem 3.7.12, 
p. 831) implies 16 U(r) x dr E D(B), 
Therefore D c D(B). Further, for x E X, 0 < s < a, (1.1) implies that the 
function 
[0, co) 3 t ++ BU( t) j” U(r) x dr = j” BU(r)( U( t) x) dr E X 
0 II 
is continuous. This shows that (i) of Theorem I .l is satisfied. Condition (ii) 
of Theorem I .I is then obvious. Now (b) follows from Theorem 1.1 (a). 
(b+(a). Let XEX, and choose (x,) c D(r), x, + x. Then 
U(t) x,~ + U(t) x for all t E [0, a), and (1 A) implies that (BU( 9 ) x,,) is a 
Cauchy sequence in LI ( [0, a); X). Using the hypothesis that B is closed it 
is easy to see that then BU( - ) x = L,( [IO, z); X) - lim BU( - ) x,~ is Buchner 
integrable, and ( 1.1) holds. 1 
We continue this section with a result on convergence of perturbed 
semigroups. 
1.4. THEOREM. Let U( . ) he u Co-semigroup on X, with generutclr T. Let 
B, (n E N ), B be U( * )-bounded operators, and assume that there exist 
ZE (0, 1~1, y E [0, 1) such that 
holds for all x E D( T), n E IV. Further us~ume 
I ’ /(B,- B) U(t) x/j dt +O (n + m ), 0 
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for all x E D(T). Then 
uniformly for t in bounded subsets of’ [0, CC). 
Proof We apply a version of the Trotter approximation theorem; cf. 
Pazy [ 19, Theorem 3.4.5, p. 881. 
First, note that the assumptions imply that (1.1) holds also for B. 
Theorem 1.1 (b) implies that there exist A4 > 1, o E R’ such that 
Ile IlT+B,l(l <Me”“, 
for all n E N, f 3 0. Define 
D :=lin U(s) x ds; x E D( T), 0 < t < x}. 
Then D is dense, D c D(T), and D is invariant under U( ); thus D is a core 
for T. Since T and T+ B are mutually relatively bounded, D is also a core 
for T + B; therefore (i ~ ( TS B))(D) is dense for A > w. For x E D(T), 
O<t<a we have 
and this implies (T+ B,,) y + (T+ B) J for all .r E D. Now the assertion 
follows from Pazy [ 19, Theorem 3.4.5, p. 881. 1 
Since the kind of convergence of C,)-semigroups established in 
Theorem 1.4 will occur very often in this paper we shall give it a special 
notation. 
1.5. DEFINITION. Let U,( . ) (n E N), U( ) be C,,-semigroups on A’. We 
shall say that (U,,( . )) converges strongly to U( . ), in symbols 
U( . ) = s-lim, - x U,( . ), if U(t) x = lim,, E U,,(t) .Y, uniformly for t in 
bounded subsets of [0, co ), for all x E A’. 
We note that U( ) = s-lim U,,( . ) implies that there exist M 3 1, (I) E R 
such that jIU,(t)ll<Me”” (nEN), IIU(t)ll<Me”” (t>O), and that the 
sequence (T,) of the generators T,, of U,,( ) converges to the generator T of 
U( . ) in strong resolvent sense. 
The last result of this section belongs to a different circle of ideas. It gives 
a condition that a pointwise strong limit of C,-semigroups is again a C,- 
semigroup. 
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1.6. PROPOSITION. Let X be a Bunach lattice. Let U,( ) (n E N)), V,( ), 
IJ’~( . ) be positive C,-semigroups on X. Assume (06 ) V,(t) 6 U,(t) 6 V,(t) 
(t 3 0, n E N). Further assume that U(t) := s-lim, _ r CT,,(t) exists for all 
t 3 0. Then (U(t); t 3 0) is a positiue C,-semigroup, and U( ) = s-lim U,( . ). 
Proqf. For the first statement it is sufficient to show U(t) x -+ x (t + 0), 
for all XEX,. Let XEX,, and define f(t) := U(t) x, g,(t) := V,(t) x, 
g,w(t):= V,(t)x (t>O). Then If(t)-xl = (f(t)-x)++(f(t)-xx)-- d 
(ghf(t) - My)+ + (&l(t) - xl G lg.&At)-xl + l&l(t)-XI, IIf(XII 6 
II g.M(t) -XII + II .&n(t) - XII -+ 0 (t + 0). 
The asserted uniform convergence follows from the Trotter 
approximation theorem; cf. Pazy [ 19, Theorem 3.4.2, p. 851. 1 
2. ABSORPTION SEMIGROUPS DERIVED FROM POSITIVE C,l-S~~~~~~~~~ ON L, 
In this section let (Q, .d, p) be a measure space, and let 1 <p < x. 
Further, let (U(t); t 3 0) be a positive C,-semigroup on L,(p), with 
generator T. 
The aim of this section is to associate a C,-semigroup with the formal 
expression “T - V’ as generator, for suitable “absorption-excitation rates” 
V: Q + R. We use the same symbol the measurable function V: Q --, R and 
the associated maximal multiplication operator V in L,(p). As a matter of 
convenience in notation, we define for n E N the truncation I’(“) of V by 
Vcn’ := (sign V’)I I’ A n. Further we denote V’ := (+ V) v 0. 
We shall show that for a certain class of absorption rates V a C,- 
semigroup U,( . ) on L,,(p) can be defined by 
u,(t) := s - 1im ercTp @I) (t 30). (2.1) 
n + J; 
Whenever (2.1) defines a C,,-semigroup, its generator will be denoted by 
T,. Note that this is obviously true if I”E L,(p), and that T,,= T- V in 
this case. 
To present the ideas and results of this theory concisely we delegate the 
proofs of this section to Appendix A. 
2.1. Remarks. (a) If I’, P&,,(p), I’6 v, then 06 U,(t)< U,(t) 
(t>O). 
This is an immediate consequence of the Duhamel formula. 
(b) If V is U( . )-small, then Uy( . ) exists and is a C,-semigroup, with 
generator TV = T - V. 
This follows immediately from Theorems 1.1 and 1.4. 
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(c) If V’ is bounded below, then (a) implies 0 < U,~,+,l(t) < U,,Jt) 
(n > -inf V, t > 0). The dominated convergence theorem implies the 
existence of the limit (2.1). We note that V< P implies 0 < U,(t) 6 U,(t) 
(t b 0). 
2.2. DEFINITION. (a) If V is bounded below, then V will be called 
U( )-admissible if U,( . ) is a C,-semigroup. 
(b) If V is bounded above, then V will be called U( . )-admissible if 
the limit (2.1) exists for all t > 0, and U,( ) is a C,-semigroup. 
2.3. Remarks. (a) If V, P are bounded below, 8< V, and V is U( )- 
admissible, then p is U( )-admissible, and 0 < U,(t) < Up(t) (t 3 0). 
This is a consequence of Proposition 1.6. 
(b) If V, v are bounded above, V< p, and V is U( )-admissible, 
then P is U( . )-admissible, and 0 < U,(t) 6 U,(t) (t 3 0). 
This follows from Remark 2.1(a) in combination with the monotone con- 
vergence theorem and Proposition 1.6. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let V he bounded below or bounded above, and U( )- 
admissible, BE L ,(p). Then V + v is U( . )-admissible, and T, + v = T, - f? 
Let now V be such that V+ and - V are U( . )-admissible. Then we 
have the following two natural possibilities to associate a C,-semigroup 
with the expression “T- V.” For n E N we have 
Vf>V’-(v~)(fl’>(V+)‘“)-v 3-v ) 
and this implies, for all t b 0, 
U,+(t) d Uyt (I/ ),,,(t)~U(“i),“~~~~(t)bU~~,~(t). (2.2) 
By Lemma 2.4 we have T,+ ~~ ,VmJ,n, = TV+ + (V )(‘). Therefore (2.2) 
together with Proposition 1.6 shows that - V is U,+( )-admissible, and 
(Cl,+)- v (.)=s-!lf”,. Uy+pcy pi(.). (2.3) 
Similarly Vt is Up Vm( . )-admissible, and 
(Up.-).+(.)=s- lim U(,+,,tijmVm(.). (2.4) 
n - rm, 
From (2.2) we obtain (U,,)..,+(t)<(U_Y~)y+(t) for all t>O. 
2.5. DEFINITION. V will be called U( . )-admissible, if Vf and V are 
U( . )-admissible, and (U,+ ) I,m ( . ) = (U vm ) ,,+ ( ). 
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A special consequence of the general convergence theorem stated sub- 
sequently will be that, for U( . )-admissible V, the limit (2.1) exists and 
coincides with (2.3) and (2.4). 
2.6. THEOREM. Let V, 3 0; let V, and - V he U( )-admissible, 
V = V, - V . (Note that the decomposition V = V, - V is not necessarilJS 
into the positive and negative parts.) Then the ,following properties arc 
equivalent: 
(a) (U,,)- v-(.)=(U~-b. Iv+(.). 
(b) Lj’ ( V,,) is a sequence of U( )-admissible V, : 62 --f R, 
-v <v,,<v,, V, + V a.e. (n + cc), then s - lim U,,,( ) exists. 
(c) I’( V,) is a sequence as in (b), but additionally V,, E L, (p) (n E FY), 
then .r - lim LIVn( ) exists. 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let V he U( . )-admissible. Then T- Vc T,,. 
A sufficient condition for V to be U( . )-admissible is given by the follow- 
ing result. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let V+ 3 0, V = V, - V . Assume that V + is CJ( )- 
admissible, and that V is U( )-small. Then ( U c’, ) 1 ( ) = ( U v ) ,, + ( ). 
and V is U( . )-admissible. 
In the remainder of this section we present several results for the case 
V3 0. We note the following sufficient condition for V3 0 to be U( )- 
admissible. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let V 3 0 he such that D(T) n D( V) is dense. Then V 
is U( )-admissible. 
2.10. COROLLARY. Let V 3 0 he U( . )-bounded. Then V is U( . )- 
admissible, and TV = T- V. 
2.1 1. COROLLARY. Let V> 0 he U( . )-admissible. Let P> 0 be I/,,( . )- 
bounded. Then V + v is U( . )-admissible, and T, + c: = T, - v. 
We close this section with a definition and a sufficient condition for the 
phenomenon described in the definition to occur. 
2.12. DEFINITION. Let V> 0 be U( )-admissible. Then, for 0 < ye < I, q V 
is U( )-admissible by Remark 2.3(a), and 
UC, C’( . ) = s - ‘I ‘,iy+ u, v( 1 (2.5) 
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is a C,-semigroup by the monotone convergence theorem and 
Proposition 1.6; its generator will be denoted by T,,,. Obviously, 
Uo.v(t) d U(f) (t>O). (2.6) 
V will be called U( )-regular if V 3 0 is U( )-admissible, and 
U,,r( ) = U( ) holds. 
2.13. PROPOSITION. Let V 3 0 he such that D(T) n D( V) is u core for T. 
Then V is U( )-regular. 
3. INTERPOLATION FOR ABSORPTION SEMICROUPS 
Let (Q, JZZ, p) be a measure space, and let 1 dpO <p, < m. For 
p. 6p dp,, let (U,,(t); t 30) be a positive C,-semigroup on Lp(p), with 
generator T,, and assume, for all t 3 0, 
Up(t)/Lpo” L,,,(P)= ~,q,(t)l Lp,,n L,>,(P) 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Additionally to the previous assumptions let V: 52 --$ iw 
be measuruhle. and assume 
supjI/exp(t(T,,+(V )““))(1;06t~l,nE~}<og, 
jar j = 0, 1. Then: 
(a) Zf V is U,( )-admissihlr jbr some p E [po, p,], then ,for all 
PE [p,,,p,], und,for all t30 we have 
u,,,,(t)lL,,,nL,,(~L)= r/,,.,(t)IL,,,nLp,(~L). (3.1) 
(b) Lf V 3 0, und V is U,( . )-regulur ,fbr some p E [ po, p, 1, then V is 
U,( )-regular for all p c [PO, p, 1. 
Proqj: (a) If VE L,(p) then the DysonPhillips expansion (cf. Kato 
[ 13, IX, Sect. 2.11) implies (3.1) for all p E [ po, p, 1, t 3 0. 
Assume V> 0. Let V be U,( )-admissible, and let y E [po, p,], 
f~ L,, n L,,(p), f 3 0. Then the statement in the previous paragraph implies 
U,,.(t),f= U&t),f (t 30). Since [0, x) 3 t H U,Jt),f is continuous as 
an L&)-valued function and locally bounded as an L,,(p))valued function 
we conclude that U,,( )fis weakly continuous in L,(p). This implies that 
U,,,( ) is continuous in the weak operator topology, and therefore is a C,,- 
semigroup (cf. Yosida [33, IX, I, Theorem]). 
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Assume Vd 0. Then the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem implies 
sup{llexp(t(T,- V’“‘))1I;O~tdl,p,6pd~,,nE~}<~. 
The remainder of the proof is as in the case of V>O. 
For arbitrary I’, the equality (Up,,.+ ) ,.-(r) = (U,, y ),,+(t) on 
L,,,n L,,(p) for one p carries over to all p. 
(b) The equality U,,(r).f= lim,, 1 O+ r/,.,df).f (f~ Ljn L,,(P), .f’> 0) 
for one p carries over to all p. 1 
In the case of the Schrodinger semigroup, i.e., the semigroup associated 
with Eq. (0.1) there will be additional properties. The assumptions stated 
at the beginning of this section will be satisfied for p0 = 1 and arbitrary 
p, E (0, ‘K)), and further, U?(t) is selfadjoint for all t 3 0. This implies 
U,(r)=U,,(r)* for tk0, l<p<m, (l/q)+(l/p)=l. Also we define 
U,(r) := U,(r)* ((20) and obtain that U,(t) is the interpolating operator 
between U,(t) and U,(t). 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Assume that the additional properties ,fixed in the 
previous paragraph are satisfied. Let V: 52 + R he measurable, and assume 
that V * are U, ( . )-admissible. 
(a) Then V* are U,( . )-admissible for all pE [ 1, co). 
(b) !f V is U,( . )-admissible for some p E [ 1, m), then V is O;,( )- 
admissible for all p E [ 1, CD). Moreover, U2& t) is selfac$oint and U,,‘,(t) = 
Up.14f)*.for l<p<m, (l/q)+(l/p)=l, r30. 
Proof: If VE L,(p), then U,,,(t) is selfadjoint since T, - V is selfad- 
joint. This implies U,,.(t) = U&t)*, and therefore U,,(t) is the inter- 
polating operator between U,. J t) and U,, I/( t)*. 
(a) The hypotheses together with the previous paragraph imply 
s~p~I/~,.~~,~,~~l(~)ll;O.~ < < 1, n E N } < cc for all p. Therefore the assertion 
follows from Proposition 3.1 (a). 
(b) follows from Proposition 3.1(a) and the assertions of the first 
paragraph of this proof. 1 
4. ABSORPTION SEMIGROUPS ON L, 
Let (Q, d, p) be a measure space, (U(r) = err; t 3 0) a positive Co- 
semigroup of contractions on L,(p). 
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We note at once that this implies that for ,f~ D( T), the function 
z H j U(t)fdp = /I U(r)fll is decreasing, and therefore 
The following result is fundamental for the further development of the 
L,-theory. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let V3 0 he U( )-admissible. Then D( T,) c D( V), und V 
is U,( . )-bounded with U “( . )-bound < 1. More precisrlJ1, 
c ’ II vuv(r),f II dt d 1I.f II - II u.(r).fl/ d Il./II (4.2) 0 
for all SE D( T,), 3 > 0. 
Proof: Because of Proposition 1.3 and U,(r) 3 0 (t 3 0) it is sufficient to 
show for all f~ L,(p)+, c( > 0 that U,.(t),fc D( V) a.e. on [0, w), 
VU,( )f~ L,( [0, 2); L,(p)), and (4.2) holds. 
First, assume additionally VE L 1 (p). Let ,f‘~ D(T) + . Then (4.1) implies 
& II uv(f).fll = j $ u,.(t).f’& = j (T- V) u,(t)f‘& 
< - VU,,(t)f’dp= 
i‘ - II ~u,(~)f’ll, 
rz 
J II vuv(t)fII dt < - II Uv(a)f’ll + llf’ll d 1l.f Il. 
0 
Since D(T)+ is dense in L,(p)+ we obtain (4.2) for allf6 L,(p)+. 
For general V we obtain for all f~ L,(p) + , n E N 
j’ II V’“‘U,(t)f’lI dr 6 j’ II V’“‘Uvedr)f‘ll dt < lI.f’ll - II Uvd~)f‘/l 
0 0 
d llfll - II Uv(@)fll G Il.fll. 
The desired conclusion follows now from two successive applications of the 
monotone convergence theorem. 1 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let V > 0 be U( . )-admissible. Then: 
(a) q V is U( . )-admissible for all q > 0, and T, v = T, - (q - 1) V. 
(b) Tv+ Vc To,,. (Recall Definition 2.12. ) 
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Proof: (a) Fur 0 < q < 1, I+’ is U( . )-admissible by Remark 2.3(a). 
Lemma 4.1 implies that V is U J l )-bounded. Therefore, for q > 1, 
Corollary 2.1 I implies that q V is U( l )-admissible, and r,,,. = T,,, (4 __ l I1X = 
T,, - (q - 1) V. For 0 < q < 1 we reverse the roles of V and ~1 Y: T,, = 
T, k- + ( 1 - q ) C’ = T, C’ - ( 1 - r ) v 
(b) Let #+E D( 7’,/). For ye + 0 + we obtain T,,> j’= T,, f’- (q - 1) b(f’+ 
T,J+ V$ Because of (2.5) we conclude ,f E D( To, cGi, To l’ i= TJ+ yf’ (cf. * . 
the proof of Corollary 2.7). i 
4.3. COROLLARY. (a) Let V > 0 13~ U( l )-admissible. Then V is Uo, J a )- 
admissiMc, T,- = To IJ - V = ( T,, J by, rind U,,/( * ) = ( U,, cj) c.( . ). 
(b) La c;$ /IL’ U(, )-rqulur. Then T,,= T- V. 
PvouJ (a) Since D( TEJ) c D( V) by Lemma 4.1, we obtain T,) c 
T 0, v - V from Proposition 4.2(b). In particular, D( T0 J n D( V) is dense, 
and this, by Proposition 2.9, implies that V is T U. y( . )-admissible. 
Corollary 2.7 shows & Ij- Vc (& &.. Since T,., and (To J are both 
generators we conclude ?, = (ToJI:, U,,( l ) = ( UC1 &( . ), T,.ri To.,,.- V- -, 
CT”? 1-j I’* 
(b) Clear from (a) and T- To c’. 1 -, 
Concerning Corollary 4.3(b), it will be shown by Example C.1 that 
.,Tb = T- V’ is not generally true without V being U( . )-regular. 
Next we show that the sufficient condition indicated in Proposition 2.13 
for Y to be U( l j-regular is also necessary in the case p = 1, if an additional 
assumption is made. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Assume udditionally that U(t) is nurm preserving on 
Ll (p) +. fbr all t > 0, md let V 2 0, Then V is U( . )-regulur i” and only if’ ., I 
D( T) n D( V) is a IWYP fw T. 
Pruof: In view of Proposition 2.13 we only have to prove necessity. 
Let jk D(T) + . Since t ’ J;, U(S) fds + f (t -+ 0 + ) in graph norm it is 
sufficient to approximate j; U(&j& in graph norm by elements of 
D( T) n D( V). For ye > 0 we have & U&s) f ds E D( T,,) = D( T) n D( V), by 
Corollary 4.3(b). For q + 0 we obtain $6 U,&)f ds + !;I U(s) f ds, by the , 
assumption that I/ is U( m )-regular. Further, 
= U,,( t).f’-.f + q v jr U,,(s) f’ds- 
I) 
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Corollarv 4.3(b) 
the Mowin g main 
carries over t o not necessarily positive V, as is stated in 
result of this section. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let V he such that V is U( . )-smull, and such that V + is 
U( . )-regular, Then V is U( q )-admi,wihle, and T,, = T - V. 
Proof: Corollary 4.3(b) implies T,,- = T- I/’ . Now Proposition 2.8 
together with Lemma A.3 and Remark 2.1 (b) implies T,, = T,+ + V = 
T-V+ + V =T-v. 1 
Note that we did not state Theorem 4.5 for the case of general U( * )- 
admissible V such that V+ is regular. One might conjecture, however, that 
for Tr< 0 to be U( l )-admissible is equivalent to being U( . )-small. We 
show by Example C.2 that this is not true. We continue this section with a 
partial result in this direction. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Let V < 0 tw U( . )-udmissible, and CZSS~~P 
cldditionally that U(t) is norm preserving on L 1 (p) + for all t 2 0. Then V is 
U,( . )-bounded and U( . )-hounded with &( m )-hound and U( 4 )-hound 
< inf, > () 1) UL@)ll - 1, and T,J = T- V. 
PruuJ For z > 0, J% L,(p) +. , N E N we have 
The monotone convergence theorem implies jg 11 VU&) f’\\ ds < 
(11 U.(cc)I( - 1 )Ilfll. By Proposition 1.3 it follows that V is U,/( . )-dounded 
with U,( . )-bound < l/U,(a)\l - 1, and therefore by Lemma A.3 the same 
follows for U( ’ ). 
Corollary 2.7 implies T- V c Ty . Corollary 2.10, applied to - I/ and 
UV( - ), implies ( T,) V = T, + V. Since V is T-bounded we obtain 
T= (T- V) + I/c T, + V. This implies equality since both T and T, + V 
are generators. 1 
We conclude this section with a result showing that for positive Co- 
semigroups on L, -spaces, U( . )-boundedness and T-boundedness are 
equivalent. 
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4.7. PROPOSITION. Assume that (U(t) = e”“; t 3 0) is a positivcl C,- 
semigrouponL,(p), andlet M>I, u~Rbesuch that //U(t)Jl<Me”“(t>O) 
(not necessari1.p M = 1, (1) 6 0). Then: 
(a) V is U( )-hounded if and only if V is T-bounded. For U( )-houn- 
ded V and all CI E (0, CC) Eve haue 
’ II Wf).fll df;f’E L,(p). IISII d 1 (4.3) 
(b) For c > 1, c( > 0 there exists d > w such that 
,for all U( )-bounded V. 
For c > 1. 1. > w there exists c1> 0 such that 
I z 
’ i IL 
U(f) dfl 6cliV(& T) ‘11 
,fir all U( . )-bounded V. 




for all U( )-bounded V. 
(c) If V is U( . )-bounded then 
(4.7 1 
is the U( . )-bound of‘ V. The U( . )-bound of V is zero if and only if the 
T-bound of V is zer3. 
Proof (a) If V is U( . )-bounded then V is T-bounded by Theorem 1.1. 
If V is T-bounded then V f; U(t) dt is bounded. For n E N, .f~ L,(u) we 
have 
For n + cc we obtain “2” in (4.3). Now Proposition 1.3 implies that V is 
U( )-bounded. Inequality “G” is then obvious. 
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(b) For a>O, A>ti, we have 
a 
< ( 1 + M(@ (I)) - 1 ) --- ’ ) 11 v j c -- I’+ U( t ) dt . 
0 
Choosing 1 large enough we obtain (4.4). 
For ;E > UJ, a > 0 we have )I VI: U(t) dl() < ~zmax(i~o~(~ V jg e --‘“U(t) dtl\ < 
ea max(i..O)ll v(i _ T)- 1 (I. Choosing a small enough we obtain (4.5). Equation 
(4.6) is contained in the previous estimates. 
(c) (4.7) follows from (b). From (4.3) and Proposition 1.3 we obtain 
that lim, + 0+ ]I Vsg U(t) dt]l is the U( . )-bound of V. The last statement of 
(c) follows by standard estimates. 1 
5. THF, HEAT EQUATION WITH ABSORPTION 
In this section we start to apply the theory developed in the previous sec- 
tions to Eq. (0.1) in Lp( W), 1 <p < co, with special emphasis on the cases 
p = 1, 2. Fur convenience, we shall write L, := L,(W), L, IOc := L, &V), , , 
etc. 
For t > 0 we defme U,. t) E @(L,) by 
where k, E L 1 is defined by 
k,(x) := (2nt)pv!2 exp( - ]~/~/2t). 
Then, fur l<p<cc, U,(-) is a positive C,-semigroup of contractions on 
L,, whose generator will now be denoted bY -Hp. We have 
D(H,)= {j%L/,, HJ := 
1 
-Tj 4f E L,) 
(cf, Hempel, Voigt [IO, Remark 2.1(a)])m We note further that U,(r) is 
norm preserving on L l, + . Moreover, the assumptions of Section 3 are 
satisfied; in particular, U,(t) is selfadjoint. 
We shall slightly change the notation used in the previous sections: If V 
is U,( 4 )-admissible, then the generator of U, V(. ) will be denoted by 
-ff, v9 - in the former notation it would have bein ( - HP) V. Thus, formally 
H ’ -$A+V, p-v = 
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The first topic of this section will be to characterize U,( )-boundedness. 
We denote by g, the standard fundamental solution of iA on R”, 
K,(X) := /XI? 
g?(x) :=L lnlxl, 
I‘(421 g,,(x) := - (” _ 2) 71 ,,,, z IX u;z for v33 
(cf. Vladimirov [3 1, p. 41 I). We define the Banach space 
R, := 
i 
VELI,,,,; 11 V//k, :=ess sup [ Ig,.(x-y)/ IV(y)/ dy< GCI 
,t W’ d 1 Y 1.1 <I i 
Obviously k = L,loc,unlf (= i JQ L.,,,; II VII l.loc.unif: = II I VI * xBlo.I) II , < 
co } ), with continuous embedding. 
For VE I?,> we define 
c,.(V) := lim (ess sup n 1 o+ I lg,d-x -v)l I V(J)I 4th \ t R8” Iv- l~l<I 
Note k, = L ,,,oc,unll(R)r and c,( V) = 0 for all VE k,. 
We further define 
K,, := { V E k,,; c,,( V) = 0; 
K,, is a closed (therefore Banach) subspace of k,.. The class K,, was 
introduced in Aizenman and Simon [ 11, Simon [27]. The difference 
between the spaces k, and K,. is illustrated in [ 1, Appendix 1, Ex. I]. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. (a) For measurable V: IR” -+ R, the jollokng con- 
ditions are equivalent : 
(i) VEI?~; 
(ii) V is U,(. )-bounded, 
(iii) V is H,-hounded; 
(iv) c:.( V) := lim,, _ , ess sup, F w\ (1/2X” ‘) IX> / V(x -.r)l/l.rl’ 2 
jjJj,> ,Lj2, T” ” ?e ‘dz a$ < cm. 
(b) There exist constants c,, c2, c, such that for all V E k, we have 
6c,IIV(~,+~)~‘!I~c,ll~ll~,. 
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(c) If VEX?,, then c,,(V)=c:.(V)=lim,,JV(H,+A) ‘11 is the 
U,( )-bound qf‘ V. We huve c’,.(V) = 0 (i.e., VE K,,) if and only if the H,- 
bound qf V is zero. 
The proof of Proposition 5.1 which in some parts is technical will be 
given in Appendix B. Note that the constant given in (iv) of 
Proposition 5.1(a) corresponds to the constant in Devinatz [6, (2.1)], with 
a different normalization. A condition related to our quantity c,(V) is also 
used in Jensen [ 121. Part of Proposition 5.1 is contained in Aizenman, 
Simon [1, Theorems 1.3, 4.51, Simon [27, Proposition A.2.31. 
5.2. Remarks. (a) If Vd 0 is U,( )-admissible, then Proposition 4.6 
combined with Proposition 5.1 implies V E I?-, 
(b) If V& C,(V)< 1, then Proposition 5.1 together with 
Remark 2.1(b) and Proposition 2.8 shows that V is U,( . )-admissible. It 
will be seen in Section 6 that U,,,(t) is given explicitly by the Feyn- 
man-Kac formula. 
The more traditional way to show that VE I?,,, V6 0, with c,,(V) < 1 is 
U,( . )-admissible is to show directly that the FeynmanKac formula 
defines a C,-semigroup; cf. Devinatz 16, Lemma 31 for the general case just 
mentioned, Carmona [2], Aizenman, Simon [ 11, Simon [27] for smaller 
classes of V. A preliminary step in this approach is an estimate called 
“Khasminskii’s Lemma” in [ 1, 271. The role of this estimate is taken by 
Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3 in our approach. 
We are now able to reformulate the main result of Section 4, i.e., 
Theorem 4.5, for the present context. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let V he such thut V E I?,, with c,J V ) < 1, und such 
thut V+ is U,( )-regular. Then V is U, ( )-admixrihle, and H,,, = H, + V. 
Proof Proposition 5.1(c) shows that V is U,( . )-small. Theorem 4.5 
now implies the assertions. 1 
5.4. Remark. The equality H,,v= H, + V in this generality is very 
special to the L,-context. In order to obtain the correspondmg equality for 
1 <p < a one has to impose rather restrictive conditions on V; cf. Sohr 
[28] for p = 2, Okazawa [ 181 for general p. 
The implication (a) + (b) of the following result was used in Hempel, 
Voigt [ 10, Proposition 4.61 to prove p-independence of a( H,,,); a related 
result is shown in Aizenman, Simon [ 1, Theorem 4.18, p. 2421. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. For V E I?,$, the ,foilowing conditions me equivalent: 
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~_ 
(a) VE R,. := cy R”)“~; 
(b) V is H,-compuct. 
The proof of this proposition will be given in Appendix B. 
5.6. Remarks. (a) Using the characterization of U,(. )-bounded V 
given in Proposition 5.1 we can show that, for v 3 2, we have W: $ D( H, ). 
(This is a special case of a more general fact; cf. Stein [29, Chap. V, 
Sect. 6.6, p. 1601. For 1 <p < JC we have D(H,) = Wz; cf. Hempel, Voigt 
[lo, Remark 2.1(c)], Stein [29, Chap. V, Theorem 3, p. 1351.) 
Indeed, Sobolev’s lemma implies that each VE L,,? acts as a 
multiplication operator V: W: + L, It is therefore sufficient 
V E L,. J,,k-,. . The function 
bounded 
to find 
satisfies this requirement. 
(b) In Kovalenko, Semenov [ 15, Sect. 2.6, Proposition 2.31, Sigal 
[24] it is claimed that, for \t 3 3, VE Lv,2 implies that V is H,-bounded. 
Part (a) shows that this statement is not true. 
It is true, however, that for p > v/2, v 3 2, we have L,] + (L ~ ), c I?,, and 
therefore, by Proposition 5.5, VE L,? + (L, )c is H,-compact. 
We now present necessary and sufficient conditions for U,( )- 
admissibility of V d 0. Note that if V 6 0 is U,( . )-admissible then H,,, is 
bounded below. 
5.7. PROPOSITION. Let V < 0, and let c 3 0. Then the ,following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) V is U,( )-admissible, and H2,1, 3 -c; 
(ii) H,+ V’“‘> -c,for alIneN; 
(iii) Q(H2)cQ(V), and -(VfIf)~((H,+c)fIf)for allfeQ(H2) 
(where “Q(. ),’ denotes the form domain; cf. Faris [7, p. 161, or Reed, 
Simon [20] ). 
In particular, if V is U,( )-admissible, then V is Hz-form bounded with 
form bound < 1. If in addition VE Lz.lOC then Hz,” is the operator belonging 
to the closure of the form t defined by D(t) = Q(H2) (= IV:), t(x g) := 
(H,fl g)+(Vflg). 
ProoJ (i) 3 (ii). The definition of HZ,” implies H,..I.I 3 Hz.vcn+ 113 HI,,, 
(2 -c) for all nE N. 
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(ii) = (iii). For ,f~ Q(H,) we obtain -j ~““l.f12~~~~~*f’I.~~+~ll.f‘IlZ 
(n E kJ). The monotone convergence theorem impliesfE Q( V) as well as the 
asserted inequality. 
(iii) * (i). The assumption implies ((Hz + I’ + V”“)f’I f ) 3 0 for all 
f~ Q(H,), n E FV. A monotone convergence theorem for forms (cf. Simon 
[25], Reed, Simon [20, Theorem S.16, p. 3731) implies that there exists a 
selfadjoint operator S 3 0 such that H, + c + V’” -+ S in strong resolvent 
sense. Therefore s-lim ,!.I,,,,.,( . ) exists, i.e., V is U,( )-admissible. Also, 
S > 0 implies H,, c’ 3 - c. 
Assume now that V is lJ,( )-admissible and VE L2,,,,. Then, by [20, 
Theorem S.16, p. 3731, the form of H2,L is the largest closed form which is 
smaller than the form of Hz + V(“’ for all n E N. Therefore it is sufficient to 
show that the form t is closable. Now, t / C’: is the form belonging to the 
operator (H, + V) I Cy , and therefore is closable (cf. [21, Theorem X.231). 
Finally, (iii) implies that the closure of t I C$ extends t. 1 
As the last topic of this section we discuss U,,( . )-admissibility and 
U,( . )-regularity of V> 0. Recall from Proposition 3.1 that U,,( )- 
admissibility for some p E [ 1, XI) implies fJ,( )-admissibility for all 
p E [ 1, cc ), and similarly for U,( )-regularity. 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Let V3 0. Then: 
(a) Between the properties 
(i) V is U,( . )-admissible ,for some (all) p E [ 1, zo ), 
(ii) Q(H2) n Q(V) is dense in L2, 
(iii) D( H,) n D( 1’) is denw in L,,, ,/hr some p E [ 1, x,), 
H’e have the implications (i) o (ii) =z= (iii). 
(b) Between the properties 
(i) V is U,( )-regular for some (all) pE [l, co), 
(ii) Q(H2)nQ(Vj is a,form core,for H,, 
(iii) D(H,)nD(V) is a core,for H,, 
(iv) D(H,,) n D( V) is a core ,for H,, ,for some p E [ 1, x ), 
M’e have the implications (i) a (ii) o (iii) -c= (iv). 
Proof: (a) (iii) + (i) follows from Proposition 2.9. 
(ii) * (i). A convergence theorem for quadratic forms (cf. Reed, Simon 
[20, Theorem S.14, p. 3731) implies H, + V(“‘+ S in strong resolvent 
sense, where S is the form sum H, $ V. Therefore e P’S = s-lim Uz.,,,J t) 
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(t 20) (cf. Pazy [ 19, Chap. 3, Theorem 4,2, p. 85 J), i.e., I/ is U,( m )- 
admissible, and Hz,v = H2 $ I/. 
(i) J (ii), From H2 + vo7) < H, + v’” + ’ ) (n E N ) and H, + V(“) -+ Hz I,, 
(strong resolvent sense) we obtain H, + YcuJ < H, cT, i.e., e( H, + I/“‘)) A 
Q( f-6 cd and VW f> +I VYf’12 dx . , = (( H, +’ P7’) f’ 1 _ _ . f , G ( H2>i,.f’ 1 j’, 
(-1‘~ Q( I%,,)) for all YE  tV The monotone convergence theorem implies 
Q(G) c Q(b) n Q( 0 
(b) (iv) --4 (i) follows from Proposition 2.13. 
(i) c (iii) follows from Proposition 4.4. 
(i) c (ii). F rom the proof of (a) we know that, for 0 < q < 1, we have 
H 2qy= H, $ y V. Let h be the form of HZ, s the cl6sure of h 1 Q(H,) n . 
Q( V), and S the selfadjoint operator corresponding to .I’. Then a con- 
vergence theorem implies H7.,( I + S ( y 1 0) in strong resolvent sense (cf. 
Faris [7, Theorem 7.9, p. 42])- Now (i) is equivalent to S = Hz, and this in 
turn is equivalent to (ii). 1 
5.9. Remarks. (a) If G = e c R” is such that R”\G has Lebesgue 
measure zero, and YE L , l I,,(G), F/20, then condition (ii) (and (iii), for 
p=l) of Pr oposition 5.8(a) is satisfied. (In Simon [26], Hempel, Voigt 
[lo], the positive part of Y is required to satisfy this condition.) 
If additionallv G is such that 
(i) C(‘(G) is a core for H,, 
then (iii) of Proposition 5.8(b) is satisfied. Similarly, if 
(ii) Cl-’ (G) is dense in Wi, 
then (ii) of Proposition S.S( b) is satisfied. 
(b) For v >, 2, a potential Y> 0 is constructed in Stollmann, Voigt 
[30], for which Q(H,) A Q( V) is a form core (and thus V is U,( m )- 
regular), but for which V& Ly( G) for any G = G c R”, G # 0, q > 0. 
6. THE FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULA AND &,-SMOOTHING 
As in Section 5, let (U,(I); t 2 0) be the C,-semigroup associated with the 
heat equation, for 1 <p < ZG. If V E L, X , then Ur, V(t) can be expressed by 1 
the Feynman-Kac formula 
( J’E L,), where & (and b( - )) are as in Simon [ 271 (cf. Reed and Simon 
[21], Simon [26]). 
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6.1. PROPOSITION. Let 1 dp < co, V: [w” -+ iw measurable. Then: 
(a) Jf V is bounded ubove and U,( . )-admissible then, for all t > 0, 
;{, V(b(s))ds> -x,fiv E.,-a.e. b,for a.e. x~lw”, und (6.1) holds. 
(b) If’ V is bounded below, then the,following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) V is U,,( )-admissible, 
(ii) I[, V(b(s)) ds + 0 (t + 0) ,jor E, - a.e. b, jor a.e. x E R”. 
If these conditions are satisfied then (6.1) holds. 
(c) [f’ V is such that - V and V + are U,( )-admissible, then V is 
U,( . )-admissible, Jr, V(b(s)) d<s E ( - x, x ] for E, - a.e. b, ,jtir a.e. x E [w’ 
(t 3 0), und (6.1) holds. 
(d) lf’ V 3 0 then the jtillo\ving conditions ure equivalent: 
(i) V is I/,,( . )-regular; 
(ii) ,jor all t >0 11.e huoe JI, V(b(s)) days< CT! ,jor E, -a.e. b. jor 
a.e. .K E IQ”. 
Proof: (a) Let f 6 L, be such that ,f’(x) > 0 (.UE iw”), e.g., 




a.e. on [w”. For those x for which this holds the monotone convergence 
theorem implies that the function b ~exp( -lb V(b(s)) ds)f(b(t)) is E,- 
integrable, and therefore exp( -{A V( b(s)) ds) < a E., - a.e. Equation (6. I ) 
follows from the monotone convergence theorem. 
(b) Without restriction we assume V>, 0. Recall from Section 2 that 
U,,,(t) exists for any measurable V3 0; the dominated convergence 
theorem implies that U,,,(t) is given by (6.1). Condition (i) just means 
U,,Jt) + I (t + 0) in the strong operator topology. 
(i) * (ii) We choose f’(.u) = exp( - 1.~1’) and write 
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The first term on the right-hand side converges to zero for a suitable null 
sequence ( tk), for a.e. x E I&?‘. The second term can be estimated in absolute 
value by E,{ If’(b(t))-f’(x)/} =Sk,(y)lf(x-J’)-f(x)1 dy, and this tends 
to zero for t + 0 because offs C,(RV). This shows exp( -16 V(h(s)) ds -+ 1 
(t -+ 0) for E, - a.e. h, for a.e. x E R”. 
(ii) + (i). It is sufficient to show U,,,(t),f(x) +f‘(x) (t + 0) for a.e. XE R”, 
for all .f’~ C,(R’). (Because of jU,,Jt)f‘l < UP(r and Up(t -+ I,fl 
(t + 0) the assertion follows then from a version of the dominated con- 
vergence theorem.) Writing 
we obtain as in (i = (ii) that the first term on the right-hand side tends to 
zero for all x E R”. The second term tends to zero for a.e. SE R” by the 
assumption and the dominated convergence theorem. 
(c) This follows immediately from (a) and (b) and the following 
elementary observation: 
If g: (0, 1) -+ [w is measurable, g- E L,(O, I), then 
,,‘i;- j; ((g+)‘“‘-g )dy 
= lim /’ (g:’ -(gm~)‘“‘)ds= [‘g(s)dsE(-m, a]. 
n-rrJg JO 
(d) (i) * (ii). Let t > 0, and 






let f’~ L,, f’(x) > 0 for all x E R”. Then the 
implies (U,)o,v(t)f(-~) = E,{m,(b)f(b(t))I, 
if l;, V(h(s)) ds < cc, 
if jbV(h(s)) ds = m. 
The hypothesis ( Up)o,v(t)f(x) = U,(t)f(x) = E,{f(b(t))} now implies 
m,(b) = 1 for E., - a.e. 6, for a.e. x E R’. 
(ii) 3 (i) is immediate from the dominated convergence theorem. m 
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6.2. Remarks. (a) There is a gap between our general criterion for 
U( )-admissibility of V, i.e., Proposition 2.8, and the rather general result. 
Proposition 6.1(c), for the case of the heat equation. In the following, we 
shall comment in particular on the cases p = 1 and p = 2. 
(b) For p = 1, we do not know a potential V< 0 such that V is U,( )- 
admissible, but has U,( . )-bound > 1. (Recall from Example C.2 that this 
cannot be excluded in the general context of Section 4.) 
Note, however, that our results do not allow to replace the condition 
“Y E J?, with c,,( V ) < 1” in Theorem 5.3 by “- V is U( . )-admissible,” 
and still obtain H,., = H, + V. 
(c) For p = 2, the first statement of Proposition 6.1(c) can also be for- 
mulated as follows (cf. Propositions 5.7, 5.8(a), and Theorem 2.6): 
Assume that there exists c 3 0 such that ( V ,f‘/ .f‘) 6 ((H, + c)f ~ f) for all 
f~ Q(H2), and assume that Q(H2) n Q( V’) is dense in L,. Then, for any 
sequence (V,,) in L, satisfying - V 6 V,, 6 V+ (n E N), V, + V a.e. we 
have H, + V,, + H, bJ in strong resolvent sense. 
Under the stronger assumptions that V is HZ-form small, and that 
additionally 1 V,I d / Vn+ ,I (n E N), this result is proved by Schechter [22]. 
Note, however, that in the case that V is HZ-form small we can conclude 
Q(Hz,-- 1’ ) = Q(Hd, Q(Hxv)=Q(H,)nQ(V+)> 
and H,, y = H, $ V (form sum); cf. Faris [7, Theorems 7.11 and 7.121. 
Let v= 5, V(x) := $x~~‘. Then -$I - V~- is bounded below on 
C,?(rW5) (cf. Reed, Simon [21, X.2, Ex. 4, p. 1721). Proposition 5.7 implies 
that - V is U,( )-admissible. Note, however, that V is not HZ-form 
small since -$I - cV is not semibounded for c > 1. In this case, [22] is 
not applicable whereas our result is. 
6.3. PROPOSITION. Lrt V EI?,. with c,( V ) < 1, and let V+ he U,( . )- 
admissible. Then for all t > 0, 1 d p d q 6 03, Up,,.(t) is bounded .from L, to 
L,. 
Proof, Without restriction we assume V < 0. It is proved in Devinatz 
[6, Lemma 23 that u,Jt): L, -+ L, is bounded if (1 -c,(V)))’ <p. 
Duality shows that U,,,(t): L, -+ L, is bounded for 1 <p<c,(V)~‘. The 
Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem implies that u,,(f): L, -+ L, is boun- 
ded if (l/p) - (l/q) < 1 - c,,( V). Repeated application of the latter fact and 
use of U,,,,,(t) = U,,, ,,( t/n)” (n E N ) yields the assertion. 1 
The fact stated in Proposition 6.3 is called “L,-smoothing” in Simon 127, 
Sect. B. I]. 
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7. ON THE GENERATOR OF U,,.( ) 
As in Sections 5 and 6, let (U,,(t); t > 0) be the C,,-semigroup associated 
with the heat equation, for 1 bp < ;c. 
7.1. THEOREM. Let V: [w” --t Iw be measurable, V E f?,, , c,,( V ) < 1, 
V+ E L,,,,,([w”). Then H,,,= H, + V, and C(?(rW’) is a core,for H,.,,. 
Proof (cf. Simon [27, Proof of Theorem B.l.51). The equality H,,,,= 
H, + V follows from Proposition 5.8(b), Remark 5.9(a), and Theorem 5.3. 
Obviously U,, ,, U,,,(t)(D(H,,,)) is a core for H,,, . By Proposition 6.3 
we have U,,,(t)(L,)cL, (t>O). Therefore D(H,,,,)n L, is a core for 
HI,,. 
Let f~ @HI,,) n L,,,. Pick 4 E C: with b(O) = 1, let d,!(x) := &x/n) 
(x E [w, n E N ). and define f,, := d,,f: Then ,f;, E D( H,,,) ( = D( H, ) n D( V)), 
f,, -5 v-l, = dn VI”- VL 
H,f,,= -fd(d,f)= -fbMJ.f’- (Vd,,). (?f‘)+4,,(H,.f’)+H,.f 
(n -+ GO) in L,. For the last convergence we have used the dominated con- 
vergence theorem as well as ,f~ D(H,) c W; (cf. Hempel, Voigt [ 10, 
Remark 2.1(b)]. This proves that {,f~ D(H,,,.) n L ,. ; suppf’ compact) is 
still a core for H,,,-. 
Let ,f~ D( H,,,) n L ~ , suppf compact. Choose p E C,I , p 3 0, j pdx = 1, 
let p,(x) := n”p(nx) (x E Iw”, 12 E N), and define f;, := P,~ *f‘ (n E N). Then 
.f,,-fi H,f,=--t4f,,=-~n*(tdf)=~n*H,f~H,.f, Yf;,+Vf(n-)~) 
in L, . Therefore H,,,,.f, -+ H,,,,f: Since f;, E Cc= for all n E N we obtain that 
C,” is a core for HI,,,. m 
7.2. Remarks. (a) For the case VEL~,,,,, V30, it is proved in 
Semenov [23, Proposition 3.11 that Cc? is a core for H,,v. 
(b) For p=2 there are two types of results which are analogous to 
Theorem 7.1. On the one hand, if V E I?,, with c,,(V) < 1, and V+ E L1,,,,, 
then Cy- is a form core for Hz,,,. On the other hand, if V is as before and 
additionally V E Lz,,,,, then C’: is a core for HZ,c, (cf. Simon 127, 
Theorems B.1.5, B.l.61; it is easy to see that the proof given there for the 
case VP E K,, carries over to the case stated above). 
A form core statement which assumes VP E Lz,,Oc but otherwise is more 
general than the result quoted above has been obtained by Cycon [3, 
Theorem 23. 
(c) For 1 <p < w we conjecture in view of (b) and Theorem 7.1: If 
VP CR,., c,,( V ) < 1, and VE Lp.,Oc, then Ccx is a core for H, I,? 
Semenov [23, Theorem 1.11 proved the following result related to this 
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conjecture: Let 1 <p < a, VE Lp,,Oc, and assume that V is HP-bounded 
with relative bound < $. Then the closure of ( -$t + V) 1 Ccx in L,, is the 
generator of a holomorphic semigroup. 
We note that, in fact, this implies that V is fJ,,( )-admissible and that 
Ccx is a core for H,,,,,. 
If I/ is not in Lp,,oc then C: is not contained in the domain of H, + V. If, 
more strongly, V$ L,(G) for any 0 # G = G c [w” (cf. Remark 5.9(b)), then 
CcxnD(V)= (0). Th ere ore f it is of interest to describe HP,. in a different 
way. For measurable V: iw” --+ [w, 1 dp < co we define the maximal operator 
H p. V.max 1
~(Hp.v.max 1 := (J‘E L,,; a VfE L,.,,,,, 
HP,I.,mal.f:= -;Af‘+ Yf’lf’E L,}. 
The use of this maximal operator for p= 2 in such a general context 
(although still for VE L,,,,,) was advocated first by Kato [14]. We are 
going to prove the following results for p = 1, 2, respectively. 
7.3. THEOREM. Let V be such that V E If-,., c,,( V- ) < 1, and such that 
V+ is U,( . )-regular. 
(a) Then H,.,,c HI.I..m,x. 
(b) If in addition V is bounded helokv, then H,,, = H,,v,,,,. 
7.4. THEOREM. Let V be such that V+ is U,( )-regular. 
(a) If V is HITform small then H,,, c H7,bJ,max. 
(b) [f V- E i,,, cv( V ) < 1 (this implies that V is H,Tfbrm small), 
then HZ, v = HI k’.max. 
7.5. Remarks. (a) For the special case VE L,,,,,, the result of 
Theorem 7.3 was proved by Carmona 12, Proposition 4.1 (a)]. In fact, in 
[ 2, Proposition 4.1 (a)] the assumption V E L 1 ,,Oc is used to deduce H ,_ v c 
H ,,V,max, and then a version of our Lemma 7.6 is used. (Similarly for 
1 <p < cc, where V E Lp.,,ocr with (l/p’) + (l/p) = 1, is assumed.) 
(b) Under the additional assumption VE L,,,,,, our Theorem 7.4(b) 
was proved by Devinatz [6, Theorem and its proof]. Note that in our 
more general case the elementary implications “YE D( Hz, v) 3.f E Q( V) = 
VfE Ll,loc"> which are true if VE L,,,,,, can no longer be used. We refer to 
Reed, Simon [Zl, Theorem X.321 for the case 0 < V E L ,,lOC. 
(c) In Example Cl it is shown that the U,( . )-regularity of V + cannot 
be dropped in Theorems 7.3, 7.4. 
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The following lemma contains the implication (a) * (b) of Theorem 7.3. 
7.6. LEMMA. Let 1 <p < rj, and let V he hounded below and u,( . )- 
admissible. Further assume H,> I, c H,% C,.max. Then H, I, = H, F,,max. 
We single out a step in the proof of Lemma 7.6. 
7.7. LEMMA. Let 1 <p< IX, ,f’~ L, such that ( - iA + 1 )f> 0. (This 
inequality means that the distribution (-+A + 1 ),f is a nonnegative measure.) 
Then , f  > 0. 
Proof: Let y,, (n E N) be as in the proof of Theorem 7.1. Then 
pII *f’eL,, A(p,,*J’)=(Ap,,)*f~L,, thus p,,*f~DtH~). Further (HP+ 1) 
(p,, *.f) = P,~ * (( - $A + 1 )f) 3 0. Since (H, + 1) ~ ’ is positivity preserving 
the latter inequality implies pII *,f> 0. From pn *f-f in L, we obtain 
.f>O. I 
Proof of Lemma 7.6. Without restriction we assume V > 0. Because 
H,, V + I is surjective it is sufficient to show that Hp,Y,ma + I is injective. 
Let .f  E W$,IJ.,,ax), Wp.bJ,,max + 1) f  = 0. Then Kato’s inequality (Kato 
[14]; cf. Reed, Simon [21, Theorem X.271) implies 
Therefore Lemma 7.7 implies 1.f / < 0. 1 
Proqf of Theorem 7.3. (a) is obvious from Theorem 5.3. 
(b) is immediate from (a) and Lemma 7.6. 1 
To prove Theorem 7.4 we need stronger versions of Lemmas 7.6, 7.7, for 
p = 2. 
7.8. LEMMA. Let V E k,., c,,( V) < 1, V < 0. Then there exists ,I0 > 0 such 
that if /1> I.,, f  E L,, Vf E L ,,,” c and 
-fAf-tJf+ Vf>O 
then f 3 0. 
This result is due to Devinatz [6, Lemma 51. 
7.9. LEMMA. Let V be lJ,( )-admissible. and VP E k,,, c,( V-- ) < 1. 
Further assume H?.” c Hz,v,max. Then H,3 v = Hz3 Y,max. 
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Proof: It is sufficient to show that, for i > I, (from Lemma 7.8) 
H 2, V,max + 1 is injective. Let ,f~ D( Hz. I ,max ), (HZ, l,,max + j*),f= 0. Then 
Kato’s inequality implies 
tdIf’l3Re((signf’)t4f‘)=(V+j~)l.f’l >(jb- V )i.f‘l, 
(-$4+1.- v )I,f 60. 
Therefore Ifi 6 0, by Lemma 7.8. 1 
Proof of Theorem 7.4. (a) Let ,f’~ D(H2,C’). We have to show 
WE LI,bC~ and, for all 4 E C’: , 
Without restriction we may assume ,f> 0. 
It was stated in Remark 6.2(c) that Q(H,,.) = Q(H2) n Q( V+ ) and 
Hz,” = H, 4 V. Therefore fE D( H,, c’) c Q( Hz.v) c Q( H,). The definition of 
Hz-form boundedness implies Q( H,) c Q( V ). Therefore V E L ,,,ocr and 
because of ( V)‘j2f~ L, we obtain V f E L,.,,,. 
The equality H2,v= H, i V implies, by definition, 
for all g E Q(H,) n Q( V’ ). The assumption that V+ is U,( . )-regular 
implies that Q(H,)n Q( V’) is dense in IV:= Q(H,), by 
Proposition 5.8(b). Let 4 E C,;, . Then there exists a sequence (g,,) c 
Q(H2) A Q( I’+ ), II g, - 4 II ,+,i + 0; without restriction g,, real valued (n E N), 
and g,,+# a.e. This implies lgnl E W$, lg,J 4 141 (=d) in Wi (cf. Lein- 
felder, Simader [ 16, Theorem A, p. 161). Thus, without restriction g, 3 0 
@EN)). Also, g, A IIOllr~ Wi, g,, * lIdlIt, -4 A ll~ll, (=d) in Wi (cf. 
[ 16, Theorem A, p. 161). Thus, without restriction supl/g,, (I r < cc. Let 
$ E C:+ be such that $4 = 4. Then $g,, E Q( H,) n Q( V’ ), $8, + q5 in Wi. 
Now from (7.2) we obtain 
j ~+fikn dx = 1 (H,,,f) $8, dx - t j- Ff) . (VIclgn)) dx+ 1 v .fik,, d-x> 
(7.3) 
and the right-hand side converges. Therefore Fatou’s lemma implies 
j V+,fb dx < co. Since this holds for all 4 E Cp+ we obtain I’+~E L,,,,,. 
Returning to (7.3) and taking n + cc we obtain (7.1) for all 4 E C,; + 
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(b) If V- E ff,,, c,,( V-) < 1, then V- is HZ-form small by Devinatz [6, 
Lemma 43. (Another possibility is to note that -qV-~ is U,( )-admissible 
for 06q<c,,(V )‘, by Proposition 5.1 (c), therefore U,( )-admissible, 
and this implies that q V-- is HZ-form bounded with H,-form bound < 1, by 
Proposition 5.7.) The assertion then follows from (a) and Lemma 7.9. 1 
APPENDIX A: PROOFS OF SECTION 2 
As in Section 2, let (Q, &‘, p) be a measure space, let 1 dp < x;, and let 
(U(t) = e”; r 3 0) be a positive Co-semigroup on L,(p). 
Our first aim is to prove Theorem 2.6. We need several preliminaries. 
First, we show that the definition of U,( . ) by (2.1) for V bounded below 
(above) does not depend too much upon the special sequence (I”“‘). 
A.l. PROPOSITION. Let V3 c (ER). For n E N let V,: 52 + R he 
measurable, c < V,, < V, V,, + V a.e. Then U,(t) = .v-lim, _ ,. UVn(t) (t > 0). 
If‘ I/ is U( . )-admissible then U,( ) = s-lim Uljn( ). 
Proqf For m E N, we have c 6 V’(r) < I”“‘, V”) + I’(“’ a.e. (n + 8~)). 
This implies I’:,“’ + Yc’,l’ in the strong. operator fopology, and therefore 
Uclnrj( ) = s-lim, ~+ I- U,,,,,( ); cf. Pazy [ 19, Theorem 3.4.5, p. 881. For 
m> -c, f~L,(p)+, t30 we obtain (/,(r)f’~liminf~i,~(t)J’~ 
lim sup U,(t)f< lim U,,(t)f= Uvcm(t)f: For m + a; we obtain the asser- 
tion. 1 
A.2. PROPOSITION. Let Vd c (ER), and assume that V is U( . )- 
admissible. For n E N let V,, : Q + R be measurable, V 6 V,, < c, and V,, + V 
a.e. Then V,, is U( . )-admissible (n E N), and U,( ) = .y-lim UVn( ). 
Proqf: The proof uses Remark 2.3(b), and otherwise is completely 
analogous to the proof of Proposition A.1. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Case “V bounded below”: First, note that VS 
II PII x is U( )-admissible because of (V+ 11 PIi x,)(n’ d If”“+ // PII ,-, 
(ic,c~,+,,B,,.(t)=exp(-tllPil,) U,.,(t) (t>O, nEN), and Proposition 1.6. 
Now Remark 2.3(a) implies that V+ v is U( . )-admissible. 
For n E N we have T,,,“, + r = TvnnI - V. Since T,<.I + p -+ T,, p m strong 
resolvent sense, by Proposition A.1, and Tvc,) -+ T,, in strong resolvent 
sense, we conclude T,, v= Tv- v. 
The case “V bounded above” is treated analogously, using 
Remark 2.3(b) and Proposition A.2. 1 
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Proqf qf Theorem 2.6. (a) * (b). For n E N we define 
V n. $ :=(V,,+V ) A v,, v,,. :=vn.+-v,,. 
Then 0~ V,l,+ < V,, V,,,+ + V, a.e. (n -+ CCC)). From V, - V,,, 3 V,,3 
V ?1. + - V we obtain 
(UY4 1 ~I’,, (C)G Uv,,(t)G (U v Iv, /(f) (A.1 1 
for all t 3 0, n E N. Now Proposition A.2, applied to U,.+( ), yields 
s-lim( UV+ ) I,, ( ) = (U, , ) b ( ). 
Similarly Proposition A.l, applied to U Iz ( ), yields 
(A.21 
s-lim(U ,, )I;,,(.)=(Um ,’ ),,+(. ). (A.3) 
From (A.l), (A.2), (A.3) and the hypothesis we obtain that s-lim U,,,(t) 
exists for all t 3 0, and therefore, by Proposition 1.6, s-lim U,,?( . ) exists. 
(b)* (c) is trivial. 
(c) 3 (a). Let t > O,J’E L,,(p). It is easy to see that there exist sequences 
(Vi,), (V,:) as required in (c) such that 
(U,+ 1 ,,~(t).f=lim U,Jf)fl (U r Jr ,(t).f=lim U,,(t).f: 
“Mixing” these sequences and using the assumption we obtain equality of 
these limits. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.7. Let ,f’e D( 7) n D( V). Then Tl,n,f’= 
(T- V’nr),f -+ rf - vf; and from U,( ) = s-lim Ublfl,( ) we obtain 
U,dt)f- U,-(t).6 $ U,,.,(t)f’= U,w(t) r,4n,,f + U,,(t)( Tf- Vf’), 
uniformly for t E [0, 11. This implies that U,( ).f is differentiable at 0, i.e., 
.f E WT,), and T,,f = Tf - Vfi I 
For the proof of Proposition 2.8 as well as for other purposes we need 
the following result. 
A.3. LEMMA. Let (D(t) = &‘; t 3 0) he u second C,-semigroup on L,,(p), 
O,(I(t)<U(t) (t>O). Let Vhe U(.)-h ounded with U( )-bound y. Then V 
is n( ) bounded with 8(.)-hound < y. 
A.4. Remark. We should like to point out the strong similarity of L,em- 
ma A.3 to the following generalized Davie.spFuris theorem (cf. Reed and 
Simon [21, Theorem X.31, p. 1861): 
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Let o( ), U( ) be as in Lemma A.3. Let V be T-bounded. Then V is 
T-bounded. More precisely, if ;I > s( T) (spectral bound of T), and 
II Vfll d all (jb - Wll for all ,f’E D( T), 
then 
II VII G 4(2 - nf‘ll for allf’e D(T). 
For the proof it suffices to note that i > s( T) implies i E p(T), i E p( F), 
oq-T) ’ 6 ( jb - T) ’ (cf. Greiner, Voigt, Wolff [9, Theorem 3.3, 
Proposition 1.1 I), and then mimick the proof given in [21, Theorem X.31, 
p. 1861. 
Proof qf Lemma A.3. Without restriction v-30. Let y’> y. 
Proposition 1.3 implies that there exists c( > 0 such that for allfe L(p) + we 
have VW. ).fgL,(CO, a); L,(P)), and 
c x II VU(t)fll dt 6 Iwll. 0 
For n E N the function Vcn)o( ),f is continuous, and 
j’ I/ P’8(t)f‘ll dt < Ia II W(f),fll df 6 ~‘ll.fll. 
0 0 
For n+co, two applications of the monotone convergence theorem yield 
vn ).fe L,(CO, u); L&L)), 
Now Proposition 1.3 implies the desired conclusion. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.8. Because of Theorem 2.6 it is sufficient to show 
(U,, ) IJ( . ) = s-lim I!/$;)-- ,, ( ). By the Trotter approximation theorem 
(cf. Pazy [ 19, Theorem 3.4.2, p. 851) this will be proved if we show 
(I.-(T,-+ V )))‘=s- lim (I.-(Tq+ V- ))~ ’ 
II - x 
for some large 2~ Iw. (Note that, ‘by Lemma A.3 and Remark 2.1(b), 
Tv* + V- is the generator of (U,,+) v (. ), and Tk~f;‘:’ + V-- = 
T- (V(;l) - VP) is the generator of U+ v (. ).) Now, Theorem 1.1 implies 
~1 V (;i - T) r/I < 1 for large 2. Further, 0 6 V- (jb - T$;)) ’ < V (1. - T)-’ 
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implies (/ V (E, - T,+I) ’ (( < (( V (i - T) ’ I( (n E f?J ). Finally the dominated 
convergence theorem implies 
V (3” - T, + ) ’ = s- lim V (I, - T,,ii’l) I, 
,I -* 7 
(A-(TV+ + v ~)) ’ =(1.-T,,,) ‘(Z-V (l--T,,-) ‘) ’ 
=s-lim(i.- T,.I;I) ‘(I- V (3.- T,(:I) ‘) ’ 
=s-lim(&(Tfl;l+ V-J) ‘. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.9. Let ,f~ D( T) n D(V). Then 11 TylnlAfll = 
ll(T- v’“‘)fll 6 II Ull + II VII (nE N). F rom (d/d) U,,,( t)f= U,,,,,(t) T,(.,J 
we obtain 
for all n E N. This implies that the sequence ( ciV+,,( . )f),, N is equicon- 
tinuous, therefore U,( . )f is continuous. Since D(T) n D( V) is dense we 
obtain the assertion. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.10. The U( . )-admissibility of V follows from 
Proposition 2.9. Now Corollary 2.7 implies T- Vc T,. It is therefore suf- 
ficient to show that T - V is a generator. 
Let j, be the U(. )-bound of V, and choose rnE N such that +$ := 
(y/m) < 1. Then T- (l/m) I/ is the generator of U(r,,,)J. ), by 
Remark 2.1(b), and Uc,i,,,,bz(t) < U(t) (t 3 0) holds. Lemma A.3 implies that 
(l/m) V is U(rjrn)J )-small. Therefore Remark 2.1(b) implies that 
T- (2/m) V = (T - (l/m) V) - (l/m) V is a generator. Repeated application 
of this argument yields the desired conclusion. 1 
A.5. Remark. If V 3 0 is U( )-admissible, and v’>, 0 is U,( )- 
admissible, then V + v is U( . )-admissible, and 
U y+ a( . ) = s-lim U,, fl”,( . ). (A.4) 
Indeed, the U,( . )-admissibility of P just means that the right-hand side of 
(A.4) defines a C,-semigroup, since Lemma 2.4 implies that U,, p.j( . ) is 
generated by T,- V “(n). The equality (A.4) follows from Proposition A.l. 
Proof of Corollary 2.11. Corollary 2.10 implies that v is U,( . )- 
admissible. Therefore Remark A.5 shows that V-t P is U( . )-admissible. 
Finally, (A.4) in combination with Corollary 2.10 yields T,, p= 
T,-v. 1 
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Proof of Proposition 2.13. From Corollary 2.7 we know T- Vc T, 
For 0 < 0 < 1, n E N, we have V- ,I’(“‘> (1 - 0) V. Therefore Lemma 2.4 
implies 
for t 3 0. For 0 --t 1 we obtain (U,)) vnl(t) d U,,(r). Now Proposition 1.6 
implies that - V is U,( . )-admissible, 
(U,) v(t) d U,,(t) (A.5 1 
for t 3 0, and Corollary 2.7 implies T,+ Vc (T,,) y. We conclude 
TlD(T)nD(V)=(T- V)+ VcTV+ Vc(T,,)-,,, and the hypothesis 
implies Tc ( TY)- ,,. Because either of these operators is a generator we 
obtain T= (T,) “. Now (U,) ,( . ) = U( . ) together with the inequalities 
(2.6) and (AS) implies U,,.( . ) = U( . ). 1 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 5.1 AND 5.5 
First, we note that an elementary transformation of variables shows 
= ess sup s IV(x-p)( ~~(2nt)~.‘c~p[-!$]dtd~ (B.1) 
,ER’ W’ 
For 6 E (0, l] we shall denote 
g,,, := XB(O,ii) g,., 
where g,, is the fundamental solution of iA, defined in Section 5. 
B. 1. LEMMA. For c > 1, c( > 0 there exists 6 E (0, 1 ] such that 
IIIJ’ * Is4 /IzGc ~1Vj-t Wr)dtl~ 
for all U,( )-bounded V. 
5X0.67’?-4 
03.2) 
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Proof: Because of (B.l) it is sufficient to show that there exists 6 such 
that 
for all y E B(0, 6). 




1’, 2 2, i & > le- T.1’#2 2e 1 (.jT, 
I I IZ2a J‘ d,2 
Since, for 6 -+ 0, Sj$ T”‘~ ‘e~‘dr-+T((v/2)-1)=2r(v/2)/(v-2), we can 
choose 6 such that cf jz2 rV/’ ‘e ’ dr 3 I-( v/2)/( IJ ~ 2). This implies (B.3) 
for lyl <6. 
Second case: v = 2. In this case 
where C= -J; (Ins) e ’ ds ( >O) is Euler’s constant. Without restriction 
we assume cr<$. For KE(O, 11, 1~~1 <66(2c()‘!” we have 
if;;lnA-exp -!A! 
11’1 i 1 2ci / 




1-: exp(-d2 ‘)+&)~/fnly~l. 
Choosing first K small enough and then 6 small enough we can achieve 
~((1 -(~/2)) exp(-62Ph)+(C/21n6))3 1, and therefore (B.3) holds for 
IYI <is. 
Third case: 1~ = 1. In this case 
for lyl < 6 if 6 is small enough. 1 
B.2. LEMMA. For c > 1, 6 E (0, 1 ] there exists c( > 0 such that 
’ v 
/ .r 
2 u,(t)& ~CIII~I * IfT:v.hI/Ix 
0 /I 
(B.4) 
for all VEkI,. 
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Proof: (i) Let E > 0, 6’ > 0. We show that there exists x > 0 such that, 
for all VE R,,, 
(B.5) 
For 0 < z < 26’2/v, I ,V > 6’ we have 
s ’ (2~~ct)~“:‘exp 0 ( 1 -q dt d a(2ncc) lY12 v/2 exp -- . ( > 2c( 
Therefore the left-hand side of (B.5) is estimated by 
ess sup 1 V(x -y)l x(2m) “’ exp 
\ E R’ IiI>d’ 
6c, 4 27Ecl) ~ v,‘2 
I;/ > 28.3 
sup{exp(-$+-z~+Y,3}dz 
x II I VI * XB(O,d’,‘3) II 7L 
<C*? (27xX-“‘2 
s exp 
= xc3 II VII I,loc,“nlf d ~C4ll I VI * I g,,,l II oc . 
(ii) In this step we prove the assertion for v 3 3. Straightforward 
calculation shows 
c ~(~ni)~‘~‘exp(-~)di4lg,~O~l 
for all y E R”. Therefore, with a chosen as in (i), corresponding to E = c - 1, 
6’ = 6, we obtain (B.4) from (B.l). 
(iii) Now we treat the case v = 2. There exists 6’ E (0,6) such that 
j$ (In s) e-’ ds 6 0. For 0 < c1 d 4, 1~) < 6’ we therefore have (cf. the proof 
of Lemma B.l ), 
i 
2 (27rt) v’2 
0 
exp(-g)dr<&/:‘2fexp(-$$)dr 
=- 21(ln&exp(-ly12)+jX (lnS)Cplds)< -iln lyl =lg,(y)l. 
l?12 
The remainder of the proof is as in (ii). 
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(iv) Finally v = 1. In this case we have J;(2nt))“‘2 exp( - iy12/2t) dt 6 
(2~/7r)“~ for all JE R. Combining this estimate with (B.5) we obtain (B.4) 
(even for any c > 0). 1 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Taking into account that (B.l) implies 
c;,( V) = lim, _ 0 II Vj; U,(t) dtll, all the assertions of Proposition 5.1 follow 
from Proposition 4.7 and Lemmas B.1 and B.2. 1 
The following lemma is a preparation for the proof of Proposition 5.5. 
B.3. LEMMA. For 0 < 6 6 l/2, let PC5 E C,T-, he spherically symmetric, 
spa(x) dx = 1, supp pa c f?(O, 6). Then: 
(a) There exists c 3 1 such that llpa * VI/ R, d cl1 VII R, for all VE k,,. 
(b) We have Ilp6 * V- VI/k, -+ 0 (6 + 0), .for all VEZT;‘,, if 
p~(v/2, c0),for ~32, pE [l, c0),for v= 1. 
(c) { VE K,, ; supp I/ compact } c I?,,. 
Proof: (a) (cf. Simon 127, lower half of p. 4553) For VE l?,, we have 
I/ VII R,, = /I I g,,, / * I I’ /I JL. Using the mean value property of harmonic 
functions we can show that there exists ~‘30 such that 
Pa * I ET,.,, I d I ‘Yv.1 I + c’Xe(o.2) 
for all 6 E (0, f]. Using the continuous embedding I?, c L,,,,,.,,,r we obtain 
lb6 * VI/k,, 6 /Ilg”.ll * Ps * I mx d lIIgL.,~l * WI, +c’llxBco.2, * IWX 6 
CII VII R,. 
(b) In view of part (a) it is sufficient to show the assertion for VE L,. 
Let qe(1, co] be such that (l/q)+(l/p)=l. Then it is easy to show that 
g,,, E L, holds. This implies lips * V - VII R, = I/ /g,,,, I * Iph * V- VI II , < 
Ilg”,lllyllP6 * v- qJ-+o (6 +O). 
(c) Let V/E K,, supp V compact, without restriction V> 0. In view of 
part (b) it is sufficient to show II I’(“- V//f, +O (n + XI), Now, VE L, 
implies Ij I/‘“) - VII , + 0 (n + cc ). Therefore, for all c( E (0, 11, 
II P) - VII R, = II I g,,, I * I Vn) - VI II I;L 
G 2Il(Xsro,ti,l g,,,, I) * VII o(I + llXB(O.,) ,B(O,x) &?“.l II 1 /I v+) - VII I 
-+ 2llhf(O,a)lgv,ll) * VII x (n + a). 
Since the latter expression tends to c,.(V) = 0 for c( -+ 0, we have the desired 
conclusion. 1 
Proof of Proposition 5.5. (a) * (b), cf. Hempel and Voigt [lo, 
Proposition 4.61. 
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(b)*(a) If V(H,+ 1) ’ is compact, then x~~~~,~,V(H,+ l)- ’ -+ 
VH, +l) ’ in B(L,) (n + m). Proposition 5.1(b) implies x~(,,,~) V-t I/ in 
I?,, and therefore we may assume supp V compact. Further, if V is H,- 
compact, then V is H,-bounded with H,-bound zero (cf. Goldberg 18, 
Corollary V.3.8, p. 1231). Therefore VE K,., by Proposition 5.1(c). The 
assertion follows now from Lemma B.~(c). 1 
APPENDIX C: Two EXAMPLES 
The first example illustrates that the conclusion of Corollary 4.3(b) does 
not hold in general, if the U( )-regularity of V is dropped. This example 
also shows that the U,,( . )-regularity of V’ cannot be dropped in 
Theorems 7.3, 7.4. 
C.l. EXAMPLE. We use the notation of Sections 5, 6, 7. Let \! = 1. 
V(x) :=x ~I for .Y > 0, V(x) := 0 for x 6 0. Then VE L,,Ioc( [w\{ O}), and 
therefore V is U,,( )-admissible for all p E [ 1, ‘x); cf. Remark 5.9(a). We 
have D(H,)= w;?(Iw)cC~([w), 
D(H, + V) = {,fE WT;f(O) = 0). 
Further we have 
The negative generator Hz,!," of UZ,O,c, (. ) is the operator whose form is the 
form of H,, restricted to W:( R\ { O}), i.e., 
Since U2,,J. ) can be calculated explicitly and coincides with U,,o,r(. ) on 
L, n L, one obtains 
D(H,.o.v I= W~\{O})n ECU\), H,,o.r.,f'= - 9" on rW\{O }. 
From Corollary 4.3 we know H,, ,, = H,.o,v + V, and Corollary 2.7 implies 
H, + I'c H,.,,. 
For ,f(,~) := 1x1~ ” we have ,f6 D( H ,.o,v) c D( v), but .f4 D(H, + V. 
Therefore H, + V cj H,.,. 
Further, for fjust defined we have -gr“’ 4 L,,,,,(Iw) (where the derivatives 
are taken in the distributional sense over IR). This shows H,,,d H,,v.,,,. 
The same function f shows H,? v d H,, V,max. 
Our second example shows that in Proposition 4.6 it cannot be con- 
cluded that V is U( . )-small. 
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C.2. EXAMPLE. We define U(. ) on L,(R) by U(t)f(x) :=f(x- t). Let 
V: R + (- co, 0] be defined by 
-?I V(x) := 
forndx<n t l/n, HEN, 
0 otherwise. 
Then 4 V is U( . )-admissible for all q > 0, and U, I ( ) is given by 
(Note - j” I V(x + s) ds d t + 1 for all x E R, t 3 0.) The U( . )-bound of V is 
1, however, and therefore the U( )-bound of U( )-admissible I/< 0 can be 
arbitrarely large. 
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